
University Metrics for Freedom Scholars

Data Requested by State Legislature

Number of students receiving the FS by: University Student

FS Staff-
employmt 
data

  
student 
appeal 
data

academic semester (Elli: check with Legislature to see about annual instead) x
institution attended x x
amount awarded (average, low, high) x
how many graduated x
those who did not finish or complete degree x
those who are currently working in SD as part of the three year work obligation x
 we could account for how many have completed and how many years x
those who did not fulfill a 3-year work obligation x
Share more about why not completed school (Note: universities could share a 
little more on this topic in aggregate) x
understand more about why not completed work commitment (marriage; 
relocation; whether out of state employer paid off debt x x

whether student is pell-eligible x
student carried into the following year at same institution x
transferred (one time to another eligible institution) x

demographics data? (Note: it is optional for students to self-report this to 
universities; universities could share this with Freedom Scholarship in 
aggregate x
annual cummulative GPA (per student or aggregate) x x
perhaps post college we might want to know more about how they 
contributed to the work force…? We could ask a question on their annual 
live/work verification form x

university's scholarship to loan conversion rate (to base future grant awards) x
hometown school district name x
home county x
field of study (certain taxonomy consistent across all universities)? x
whether they've completed an internship in their field of study x
whether they remained in their orginal field of study x
whether they were employed in their field or outside their field x
How do these students compare to their peers broadly or more specifically at 
the same institution x
whether they received personalized academic guidance or extra help while at 
the institution x x

Data gathered from

other items for Freedom Scholarship to Consider- Ask self: Why do you want to know and what difference does it make 
to know it



Number of students receiving the FS by: University Student

FS Staff-
employmt 
data

FS - 
student 
appeal 
data

whether they are first generation student (NOTE: students self report this; the 
question is sometimes misinterpreted) x
Adjusted gross income as reported on FAFSA x
expected family contribution as reported on FAFSA x
received other scholarships (this could be cumbersome unless it’s a 
partnership with Freedom) x

Items Collected on Student Agreeement and Promissory Note
Full name x
institution they're attending x
permanent address x
city state zip x
telephone number x
social security number x
drivers license number x
email address x
date of birth (which yields age of scholar) x
contact info for a secondary point of contact x
Amount of award by year and cummulative x
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